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Highlights of the project “Advice on Prescription” from 2016 – 2018.     
(The route to successful social prescribing)

 “The CAB outreach project at East Barnwell Health Centre is highly valued by clients and 
staff alike. The CAB provides weekly one-to-one advice in the surgery making access easy 

for all who need it. The individual advisor is linked to the practice, providing continuity, 
which is invaluable to the clients, and ensures the advisor feels part of the practice team.

Unresolved issues around benefits, debt or housing leads to stress and anxiety, and this in 
turn is detrimental to physical health and mental wellbeing. Before the project started 

clinicians at the surgery were seeing patients affected by these issues without the means to 
address the root cause. The surgery feels it has benefitted by having the CAB advisor on 

site, with a reduction in appointments and prescriptions for stress related problems and are 
very grateful to CAB for their ongoing collaboration.”

Dr Rachel Harmer
East Barnwell Health Centre

Highlights of the project to date:

Number of people seen = 622 unique clients

Amount of work generated by clients = times seen (most need more than one session to get 
to point of resolution) = 2,014 sessions

Questions answered/ advice issues = 1,574

Of those questions asked the top topic areas:

 Welfare rights = 568 (36%) Top benefit work = PIP, ESA, HB* 
 Debt and money advice = 275 (17%) Top areas = DRO** and Council Tax Arrears
 Housing = 155 (10%)  
 Relationships & family = 137 (9%)

*PIP (Personal Independence Payment – usually takes 3 hours to complete applications correctly); 
ESA (Employment  Support Allowance); HB (Housing Benefit)  

**DRO = Debt Relief Order

Client surveys (taken pre and post advice):

 38% of clients reported seeing their GP less
 68% of patients said they were less stressed or anxious following advice. 
 73% of respondents said that the help they received included advice with money or benefit 

issues
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 34% of clients report feeling more in control of their finances/personal circumstances

Total income/money negotiated for clients = £1,051,518

(at the Longstanton/Willingham  GP outreach this equates to Debts average at £13k. 
We have dealt with about 25 at the outreach which equates to £325,000)

Breakdown of the issue codes:

Case Studies 

a) The client came to see us because her Child Tax Credit (CTC) payments had stopped and she did not 
know why. The client previously contacted HMRC who asked if she had sent back a form, which she 
was previously told by them not to complete. They sent another form and the client returned it and 
HMRC reported that all was fine. However, her CTC was still not being paid. She contacted HMRC 
and was told that Concentrix were now dealing with the matter and working on an investigation. The 
client had not received any correspondence from Concentrix at this stage. 

She phoned Concentrix and was informed that she was under investigation because they believed that 
another person was living her and her daughter. The background was that the client had completed a mutual 
exchange to swap social housing with the individual they claimed still lived at property. Concentrix asked the 
client to send them evidence that she was living there alone which she did – by recorded delivery. Two 
weeks  later she phoned Concentrix and was told that they had not received the evidence and that they were 
handing the case back to HMRC.  
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The client has missed out on £620 of CTC over a 2.5 month period. A budgeting loan repayment comes out of 
her income support. She has debts with electricity/gas, broadband, phone, Brighthouse, water arrears and 2 
credit cards. She has stopped repayments after her CTC was stopped, because it put her into financial 
hardship. The client reports that she suffers from ‘severe depression’. 

We phoned HMRC on the client’s behalf and explained the situation and the client’s financial hardship. 
HMRC said that the paperwork the client sent as proof that she lived alone was received by them on 22nd 
September. They offered the client an emergency payment of £100 for the next day and a further payment 
in two weeks’. Due to financial hardship, HMRC prioritised the client’s mandatory reconsideration to be 
completed within 2 weeks. 

Client claim was successful and her benefits sorted out

b)  Mr G is an 82 year old pensioner who came to our drop in services because he was anxious and 
upset about his energy account. His income consisted of a state pension, housing benefit, council tax 
support and a very small industrial injury payment. 

In the first meeting, the adviser found that Mr G had been confused by a letter sent by Ebico and did not 
understand anymore who was supplying his energy. This had informed him that they were leaving their 
partnership with SSE and joining a small local supplier called Robin Hood instead. The letter said they would 
automatically take Mr. G’s account with them unless he told them otherwise. 

The main problem was that Ebico did not offer the Warm Home Discount (WHD) of £140 to its customers, 
while SSE did. As Mr. G was switched to Ebico, without his knowledge, in March 2017 he lost the WHD for the 
coming winter. The adviser rang SSE and Ebico and found out that the best option would be for Mr G to be 
given an “erroneous transfer” status and switched back to SSE. In such a case, SSE suggested he might be 
able to make an appeal to SSE’s WHD team.  Ebico agreed to do this. 

Follow up

 In May 2017, the adviser contacted Ebico and SSE again because they had only transferred the 
electricity and not the gas account back to SSE. 

 The adviser also negotiated with SSE for compensation for the loss of WHD. SSE finally agreed that 
they would compensate Mr G but stressed this was a one-off payment as they did not normally do 
this after the WHD scheme had been closed. 

 In October 2017, the adviser had to chase up the transfer of the gas account.
 Mr G came back again in 2018 because he was upset at having to pay standing charges.  The adviser 

looked at the options and they decided they would wait until June when Ebico, who offered a 
standing charge-free tariff, might have joined the WHD scheme.

Conclusion

In 2018, Mr G had received two WHD payments totalling £280 in addition to a £300 Winter Fuel Payment and 
£25 cold weather payment to cover his energy bills, which should put him in energy credit. He was also 
successfully switched back to SSE, who offered WHD. 


